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Abstract
Impartial combinatorial game theory will be explained briefly and used to ana-
lyze two impartial take-away heap games, ”The Princess and the Roses” (P&R)
and ”The Princess and Two Roses” (P2R). P2R is a variant of P&R that only
allows taking one chip from two different heaps. Sprague-Grundy values are
calculated by computer for positions up to six heaps and thirty chips in each
heap for both games. From patterns out of the data achieved, P-positions are
described for any amount of chips in five heaps or less for P&R and P2R. In
P2R the pattern of P-positions, for five heaps where the smallest heap is odd,
is not proven and is therefore stated as a conjecture.

Sammanfattning
Grundläggande opartisk kombinatorisk spelteori förklaras och används för att
analysera tv̊a opartiska kombinatoriska högspel, ”The Princess and the Roses”
(P&R) och ”The Princess and Two Roses” (P2R). P2R är en variant av P&R
där spelarna enbart f̊ar ta tv̊a stickor fr̊an separata högar. Sprague-Grundy-
värden beräknas med hjälp av ett datorprogram för positioner upp till och med
sex högar med trettio stickor i varje hög. Fr̊an datorkörningar hittades mönster
för P-positioner för fem högar eller färre för b̊ada spelen. För P2R med fem
högar, där den minsta högen är udda, är mönstret inte bevisat utan baserat p̊a
mönster fr̊an datorkörningar.
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1 Introduction
Chess, Tic-tac-toe, Go, Chomp and Nim are famous combinatorial games. They
have a clear set of rules and none of the games involve chance or probability.
It is natural to think that with enough computing power, every single position
and move could be calculated and accounted for. Having a sufficiently strong
computer one could program an unbeatable bot. Or for some games a bot that
always makes the best move at all times, plays optimally. That thought is true
and holds true for all combinatorial games.

Combinatorial games are played by two players and do not involve probabil-
ity or chance. Most importantly combinatorial games can be solved. A solved
game is a game with an optimal play strategy for any given position. If both
players know how to play optimally a position can therefore always be deter-
mined as a winning or losing position (or sometimes a tie). Tic-tac-toe and Nim
are examples of solved games, whilst Chess, Go and Chomp are not.

This text will show an attempt to solve the game of The Princess and the
Roses (P&R), and a variation of the game that will be named The Princess
and Two Roses (P2R). With the help of a computer program with an algorithm
based on a well known function, the Sprague-Grundy function, we will determine
if a position is a win or lose position. With the help of this a program we will
search for a general expression for all win or lose positions and hence solve the
games.

2 Basic game theory
P&R is an impartial combinatorial take-away game. In impartial games the
two players have the exact same conditions when it comes to be their turn. The
moves allowed from each position would be the same regardless whose turn it
is. The opposite of impartial games are partizan games such as Chess, Go or
Tic-tac-toe where the opponents have different symbols or colors.

All combinatorial games satisfies the descending game condition, meaning
that no combinatorial game can be played forever. From a start position with
every turn, often with alternating players, the game reduces closer to a termi-
nal position. A terminal position is a position where no moves are available,
therefore an end position of a game. As mentioned combinatorial games all
have perfect information, meaning that all moves from both players are pub-
lic and that no chance is involved. The game Battle-Ships has hidden moves,
which means that the each player does not have all the same information that
opponent does. Battle-Ships is therefore not a combinatorial game.

There are two ways to win an impartial game. In normal play the last one
to make a move wins, meaning the one facing a position without moves loses.
In misère play the last one to make a move loses, and the one facing a position
without moves wins. This text will exclusively discuss game play under normal
play rules.

The most basic examples of impartial take-away games are pile or heap
games, such as Nim. In Nim the starting position consists of different heaps
with chips and each player is allowed to take any positive number of chips as
long as they come from the same heap. The players alternate turns. It can
be played both under normal play and misère rules. The game of a single Nim
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heap is trivial. The first player to move can always reduce the entire pile leaving
the second player with a losing position. Single heap Nim will be of importance
further in this text.

2.1 Terminal, N -, and P-positions
Consider a one heap game where each player is only allowed to take one chip
each turn, the last player to move wins, normal play rules. Given a starting
position one can determine which player will win or lose.

The terminal position is an empty heap where no moves can be done. If the
starting position is a heap with one chip the next player to move will always win
by removing that chip and leaving the terminal position. We call this position
an N -position, since the next player to move wins. Likewise the position of two
chips in the heap is a losing position since it can only move to the winning N -
position of one chip. The position of two chips is a P-position since the previous
player will win. In this simple game all positions with an even number of chips
are P-positions and all positions with an odd number of chips are N -positions.
Table 1 has listed the first nine positions of this game.

x 1 chip removal
game

1 or 2 chip
removal game

0 P P
1 N N
2 P N
3 N P
4 P N
5 N N
6 P P
7 N N
8 P N
9 N P

Table 1: P- and N -positions for two one
heap games

If the rules are modified to al-
low the players to take either one or
two chips each turn, the position of
two chips in the heap has now turned
into a winning N -position. The next
player is now allowed to take the en-
tire heap leaving the terminal posi-
tion for the second player. Using the
same reasoning as above we see that
a heap with three chips can only re-
duce the heap to one or two chips,
leaving the second player in a winning
N -position, therefore the three-chip
heap is a P-position. The positions of
four or five chips both have the move
to the P-position of three chips, the
next player can win if he plays opti-
mally, and therefore four and five are N -positions. In this game every positions
with a multiple of three chips are P-positions.

To conclude, P-positions are positions from where all moves will lead to
N -positions. N -positions are positions where there is at least one move to a
P-position.

2.2 Sprague-Grundy Theorem
Sprague [7] and Grundy [5] individually discovered a theorem for all impartial
combinatorial games. From the recursive Sprague-Grundy function (SG func-
tion) values can be calculated for every position in an impartial game. The
position’s SG value is equivalent to the number of chips in a single heap of Nim.
The SG value will reveal if the position is an N - or P-position.

The set of all positions of a game denoted by X. We can define a function
F (x) that contains all the allowed moves from the position of x, the options of
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x. F (x) thereby describes a subset of X, F (x) ⊂ X.
In the terminal position we have no possible moves, which means that F (x)

is empty. If F (x) only contains N -positions, x is a P-position. If F (x) contains
any P-position, x is an N -position. Use the position of three chips in the “One
or two chip removal one heap Nim” as an example.

X = {1, 2, 3, 4. . . }

x = 3

F (x) = {1, 2}

Since F (x) only leads to N -positions we know that x is a P-position.
Each position has an SG value. The SG value of x is denoted by g(x). Using

the SG function we can calculate the SG value [4]:

g(x) = min{n ≥ 0 : n 6= g(y) for each y ∈ F (x)}

With the minimal excludant or mex function it can be rewritten as

g(x) = mex{g(y) : y ∈ F (x)}.

x 1 or 2 chip
removal game g(x) F(x)

0 P 0 { }
1 N 1 {0}
2 N 2 {0,1}
3 P 0 {1, 2}
4 N 1 {2, 3}
5 N 2 {3, 4}
6 P 0 {4, 5}
7 N 1 {5, 6}
8 N 2 {6, 7}
9 P 0 {7, 8}

Table 2: SG value demonstration for the
1 or 2 chip removal Nim game.

In words, the SG value of x is the
minimal non-negative integer that is
not the SG value for an option of x.
To find the SG value of x one will look
at the SG values of the positions that
one can move to. The SG value of
x will then be the smallest number
that is not already occupied as an SG
value for the positions in F (x). All
terminal positions have empty F (x)
and because of this always has SG val-
ues 0. This will be illustrated best
with an example.

To calculate the SG value for 4,
g(4), we see in Table 2 that F (4) =
{2, 3}. The SG values of the positions
of 2 and 3 chips are of relevance. g(4)
will be the lowest possible nonnegative number that is not g(2) = 2 or g(3) = 0
therefore g(4) = 1. From the table we see that all multiples of 3 will have an
SG value 0, thereby P-positions.

2.3 Conway Games and Induction
From “On Numbers and Games” [1] John H. Conway’s way of induction is
specific for combinatorial games. It is suited for both partizan and impartial
games. In Section 5.4 and ?? Conway Induction will be used. To understand it
we will first have to define what an impartial game G is. Conway’s definition of
an impartial game G is a set of other impartial games.

G = {G1, . . . , Gn}, n ∈ N
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From every game or position, a move will lead to another game. G is then seen
both as a position previously called x and at the same time as the set F (x) of
options.

Therefore, games that contain a P-game are N -games. All games that do
not contain any P-games are P-games. Terminal positions are unique in that
they are empty, since there are no allowed moves. They are equal to the zero
game, and to the empty set

0 = { }.

Suppose it holds for any game G, that G has property P if all options of
G have property P . Then all games have property P [6, p.3]. Any property
P is therefore satisfied for all options of the zero game, simply because there
are no options, thereby satisfied for the zero game itself. In an inductive proof
this plays the role of having a base case, hence Conway induction needs no base
case.

Addition of games are of great use in combinatorial game theory. If two
games are added, players are allowed to play in either game each turn. The
players play until both games are out of options. We will only use one property
of game addition, from [6, p.10].

Theorem 2.1.

G + H ∈ P ⇒ G and H belong to the same outcome class.

In other words if G is an N -game H is an N -game or if G is a P-game H is
a P-game. We will find this useful in Section 6.3.

3 Background
3.1 Denotations
The Princess and the Roses is a heap game with chips in each heap. The heaps
are called bushes and the chips are called roses. Each position can be written
as a vector with each element in the vector representing a bush and a number
of roses. The order of the bushes does not matter for the game. The position
(1, 0) is equal to (0, 1). In this text positions are always written in descending
order.

(a, b, c, d, e, f. . . ); a, b, c, d, e, f. . . ∈ N

a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ d ≥ e ≥ f. . .

Parity will have a close relation to the SG-values and are therefore written
in a special way. E stands for any even number, including zero. O stands for
any odd number. ’−’ will be a bush of any parity. (E, O) will therefore be
a position where the largest bush contains an even amount of roses, and the
smallest bush contain an odd amount of roses. By abuse of notation we will
also let (E, O) denote the set of such positions, and write (4, 1), (8, 7) ∈ (E, O)
for instance. A short notation for reducing a bush will also be needed. In both
P&R and P2R bushes may only be reduced by one. A reduced bush is marked
with an asterisk.

(a, b∗, c, d∗) = (a, b− 1, c, d− 1)
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All moves must leave a position with bushes sorted in descending order.
Meaning that for bushes that have the same amount of roses, the rightmost
bush has to be reduced first. If we have (a, b, c) = (3, 1, 1) reducing a and b
will lead to (2, 0, 1) which is unsorted, therefore not allowed. Sorting the bushes
gives (2, 1, 0). The correct move to (2, 1, 0) is reduction of a and c. In this case
the move of (a∗, b∗, c) is forbidden since it is represented by (a∗, b, c∗) who does
not leave an unsorted position.

3.2 Story and Background for P&R
The Princess and the Roses (P&R) is mentioned in “Winning Ways for Your
Mathematical Plays, volume 3” [3, W.W.] from 1982. It tells a story about a
princess who has two suitors. Every day the suitors bring the princess either
one rose, or two roses from different bushes. The last suitor to bring her a rose
will win her hand. The bushes are not known to grow any more roses during
the pursuit of the princess.

Figure 1: from [2, vol 3, p.525]

Instead of bushes and roses the reader may think of heaps and chips. The
two suitors being the two players playing a take-away game with several heaps.
The allowed moves are one chip from one heap or two chips, one from two
different heaps. If we have a game of (a, b, c), c ≥ 1, the options are:

(a∗, b, c),
(a, b∗, c),
(a, b, c∗, )
(a∗, b∗, c),
(a∗, b, c∗),
(a, b∗, c∗).

For five bushes or less with no restriction to the amount of roses, all P-
positions are known.
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Theorem 3.1. For five bushes or less the game is a P-position if and only if,
the bushes sorted in descending order, are in any of the following forms

Even-Even-Even-Even-Even,
Odd-Odd-Odd-Even-Even,
Even-Odd-Odd-Odd-Odd,
Odd-Even-Even-Odd-Odd,

As many other combinatorial games, the rules of this game are simple, yet
give rise to a complex problem to solve. In the third volume of [2, W.W.]
from 2003 it is described that Schuh had solved the game for up to five bushes.
Further Carteblanche had shown a winning strategy for six bushes where one
of the bushes contained one rose. However, results and data in this text are
independently discovered. This text will show the P-positions for six bushes
where one bush contains one rose.

3.3 Story and Background for P2R
In order to learn more about the behavior of P&R, other games with similar
rules were investigated. Rules could be expanded in many ways. Some easier
such as taking one rose from any amount of different bushes. This game will be
explained and solved in Appendix B. A more interesting game to analyze was a
game hereby named The Princess and Two Roses (P2R).

In this game the princess changes her mind. She no longer satisfies for
a suitor that brings her only one rose. Everyday she wants two roses from
different bushes. As before the last suitor to bring her roses wins her hand.
This game has only changed from P&R by removing the move of only picking
one rose. P2R will be further investigated in Section 6.

4 General approach
SG values were calculated for a small number of bushes and for a large number
of roses in each bush. For the case of one, two and three bushes a pattern could
be discovered and proven using paper and pen. A pattern for all SG values could
be seen by making a matrix with all the positions of two and three bushes. For
higher amounts of bushes such as four or more, it was more efficient to write a
program that calculated SG values. From out prints of all the P-positions, or
graphically printing out matrices of SG values, patterns were found and then
analyzed.

Since the order of the bushes did not matter, computational time was saved
by not processing non-descending positions. If the number of bushes is repre-
sented by the integer k, and the number of roses each bush has is at most n, all
possible unsorted combinations are (n+1)k. By sorting the bushes, only unique

values were calculated leaving
(

n + k
k

)
values to be calculated instead. The

non-calculated duplicate games in tables and graphs are empty, as in the upper
right part of Table 3.

The main program’s algorithm started from the terminal position, and then
used the mex function for SG values of the set F (x) of options for every position
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up to a certain value. If one is only interested in N - and P-positions the mex
function is actually superfluous. Checking if the lower subset has a P- or N -
position suffices.

Plotting the P-positions in three dimensional plots gave a quick overview
if a regular pattern was to be found. Making a conjecture for the pattern was
easiest by looking at the values for P-positions. The conjecture was then tested
by writing a program that calculated P-positions based on the conjecture. The
two arrays of P-positions could then be compared or graphed simultaneously.

In Figure 2 the conjecture that all P-positions have a certain parity is being
tested. The blue circles are P-positions. The red squares are not P-positions
but has the same parity as the blue circles.

Figure 2: P-positions for(−,−,−, 4, 1, 1) and N -positions with same parity
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5 The Princess and the Roses
5.1 Up to five bushes
For two bushes a matrix containing the SG values for given positions were useful.
Each element in the matrix represents the two bushes and then has its own SG
value. Here the

b
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0
1 1 2
2 0 3 0
3 1 2 1 2

a 4 0 3 0 3 0
5 1 2 1 2 1 2
6 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
7 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
8 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
9 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Table 3: SG matrix for lower values up to (9, 9)

In the two-bush case seen in Table 3, either calculated by hand or by com-
puter, one quickly realizes that the pattern will repeat forever. Proofs will be
submitted in Section 5.4. The subject of interest is the P-positions, where the
SG values are 0. It has strictly to do with parity. The SG values are

g(x, y) =


0 if (x, y) ∈ (E, E),
1 if (x, y) ∈ (E, O),
3 if (x, y) ∈ (O, O),
4 if (x, y) ∈ (O, E).

In a matrix for three bushes the same pattern as for two bushes is repeated
with a shift along the matrix diagonal. The pattern is shifted c steps. See Table
4.

b
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0
1 0
2 1 2
3 0 3 0

a 4 1 2 1 2
5 0 3 0 3 0
6 1 2 1 2 1 2
7 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
8 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
9 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0

Table 4: SG matrix for (a, b, 1) up to (9, 9, 1)
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Even for three bushes SG values for every positions are easy to discover being
very similar to the two-dimensional case. However the only value of interest
is zero. Since the pattern shifts we note that the P-positions are when all the
bushes are either all-odd, or all-even. It is important to note that the three-bush
case does not contradict the two-bush case. (5, 5, 0) ∈ (O, O, E) /∈ (O, O, O)

(a, b, c) ∈ P ⇔ (a, b, c) ∈ (E, E, E) ∪ (O, O, O)

Instead of matrices one can plot out all P-positions as points in three dimen-
sions as in Figure 3. Since values are only calculated in descending order the
shape of the P-positions exists in a tetrahedron. This is more easily interpreted
looking at the matrices and seeing that every time bush c is increased more
values are already calculated and does not need to be printed out again. If the
bushes had not been sorted the graph would simply been a cube with the same
density of P-positions.

Figure 3: P-positions for three bushes up to (30, 30, 30)

For four and fives bushes print-outs revealed that all P-positions could still
be expressed using the parity of positions.

(a, b, c, d) ∈ P ⇔ (a, b, c, d) ∈ (E, E, E, E)
∪(O, O, O, E)

(a, b, c, d, e) ∈ P ⇔ (a, b, c, d, e) ∈

(E, E, E, E, E)
∪(O, O, O, E, E)
∪(E, O, O, O, O)
∪(O, E, E, O, O)
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Figure 4: P-positions for four bushes, ending with 4 or 10

5.2 Gameplay, up to five bushes
The N -player of P&R with three bushes or less can always play the P-player to
an all-even or all-odd position, either by taking all the odd bushes, or by taking
all the even bushes. The only positions where a player cannot reduce all-odd
or all-even bushes are when the three bushes have the same parity, namely P-
positions. If there was no restriction to the amount of bushes the players could
take from, the all-odd position would also be an N -position. See the game in
Appendix B.

When the game goes from three bushes to two or one bush the all-odd
condition is no longer available. However the all-even condition still holds. For
example from (a, b, c) = (6, 3, 1) ∈ (E, O, O) ∈ N a winning move is to reduce
an b and c leaving (a, b, c) = (6, 2, 0) ∈ (E, E, E) ∈ P.

Playing with five bushes changes very little for the N -player. The only
difference is that all of the four parity combinations that are P-positions for five
bushes are not always an option, however finding one is not difficult.

5.3 Six Bushes
When the method was repeated for six bushes parity of all kinds appear. The
P-positions are no longer strongly bound to the parity of bushes. To find all
P-positions using the same method instead becomes a tedious exercise. Po-
sitions with same parity could be either P- or N -positions. Other methods
were naturally approached such as checking moduli other than two (as in P2R),
sorting the bushes in a non-descending order and not sorting at all. However
no successful method were found. Patterns for some special cases were found,
although not helpful enough to develop a general optimal play strategy. The
only solved case for six bushes is when f = 1. For this case all P-positions were
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found and demonstrated below. Using the same tedious method other special
cases such as f = 2 could probably be solved.

5.3.1 Six bushes, smallest bush is one

Given 32 different parity combinations that are available for (a, b, c, d, e, 1), 20
of them are N -positions that always could move to a five bush P-position.
Additionally, 4 parity combinations could sometimes be moved to a five bush
P-position, namely

(O, O, E, E, E, 1)
(E, E, E, O, O, 1)
(O, E, O, O, O, 1)
(O, O, O, O, O, 1).

Take (a, b, c, d, e, 1) ∈ (O, O, E, E, E, 1) that one would like to move to
(O, O, O, E, E, 0) ∈ P. This is possible as long as c 6= d. The same error
sometimes blocks the other 3 positions.

The 8 remaining positions could never be moved to a five bush P-position
and does not have a general play rule. 4 out of these 8 are N -positions. In total
24 out of 32 parity combinations are N -positions.

(E, O, E, E, O, 1) ∈ N
(O, O, E, E, O, 1) ∈ P, e ≥ 5
(E, E, O, E, O, 1) ∈ P, e ≥ 5
(O, E, O, E, O, 1) ∈ N

(E, O, E, O, E, 1) ∈ P, e ≥ 6
(O, O, E, O, E, 1) ∈ N
(E, E, O, O, E, 1) ∈ N
(O, E, O, O, E, 1) ∈ P, e ≥ 6

Finding all P-positions we now have eight parity combinations to investigate.
This is done with graphs and words in Appendix A using the same method as
for four and five bushes.
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5.4 Inductive proof for five bushes P&R
Theorem 3.1. For five bushes or less the game is a P-position if and only if,
the bushes sorted in descending order, are in any of the following forms

Even-Even-Even-Even-Even,
Odd-Odd-Odd-Even-Even,
Even-Odd-Odd-Odd-Odd,
Odd-Even-Even-Odd-Odd,

Proof. Reducing a bush changes the parity of it since we can only take one rose
from one bush. At most we can change the parity of two bushes and at least of
one. Also, note that odd bushes can not be empty.

Let G be a position with a potential arbitrary option G′ that Theorem 3.1
holds for. If G is in either one of

(E, E, E, E, E)
(O, O, O, E, E)
(E, O, O, O, O)
(O, E, E, O, O)

no legal move of reducing one or two bushes to a option in any of these parity
combinations exists. G′ can never be in any of those forms. Since Theorem 3.1
holds for G′, no option of G is a P-game and therefore G ∈ P.

Let G instead be a game of any parity combination except for the ones
mentioned above. It is evident from Table 5 that G always has an option G′ on
the form mentioned above, marked in black non-italic. Theorem 3.1 holds for
G′, the option G′ ∈ P and therefore G ∈ N .
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G G′

1 (O,E,E,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
2 (E,O,E,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E)
3 (O,O,E,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E)
4 (E,E,O,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E)
5 (O,E,O,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E)
6 (E,O,O,E,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
7 (E,E,E,O,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
8 (O,E,E,O,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
9 (E,O,E,O,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
10 (O,O,E,O,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
11 (E,E,O,O,E) (E,E,E,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
12 (O,E,O,O,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
13 (E,O,O,O,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
14 (O,O,O,O,E) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
15 (E,E,E,E,O) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
16 (O,E,E,E,O) (E,E,E,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
17 (E,O,E,E,O) (E,E,E,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
18 (O,O,E,E,O) (O,O,O,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
19 (E,E,O,E,O) (E,E,E,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
20 (O,E,O,E,O) (O,O,O,E,E) (O,E,E,O,O)
21 (E,O,O,E,O) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
22 (O,O,O,E,O) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O)
23 (E,E,E,O,O) (E,E,E,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)
24 (E,O,E,O,O) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)
25 (O,O,E,O,O) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)
26 (E,E,O,O,O) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)
27 (O,E,O,O,O) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)
28 (O,O,O,O,O) (O,O,O,E,E) (E,O,O,O,O) (O,E,E,O,O)

Table 5: N -positions and optimal moves for five bushes

The gray italic parity combinations are options that are not always available
from that specific G. The error that occurs is described in Section 3.1. For exam-
ple the position of (11, 6, 4, 2, 0) ∈ (O, E, E, E, E) has the option (11, 6, 3, 1, 0) ∈
(O, O, O, E, E). Whilst (a, b, c, d, e) = (11, 6, 4, 4, 0) ∈ (O, E, E, E, E) does not
have an option in (O, O, O, E, E) since c = d. If a player reduces b and c the
bushes are no longer sorted in descending order. Sorting in descending order
leaves (11, 5, 4, 3, 0) ∈ (O, O, E, O, E). One can see this as not being able to
reduce c when c = d. This error occurs when the bush that is being reduced
has the same amount of roses as the one to the right whose parity should be
unchanged.
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6 The Princess and Two Roses (P2R)
P2R has infinitely many terminal positions. Every position with only one non-
empty bush is a terminal position since no moves are allowed. The two bush
case can easily be simplified to P&R with one bush, or the ”One heap one chip”
game. The smallest bush will limit when the game will end, just as before an
even number of roses in one bush P&R are P-positions.

Theorem 6.1. For two bushes or less, a position is a P-position if and only if
the smallest pile is even:

(a, b) ∈ P ⇔ (a, b) ∈ (−, E).

6.1 Three bushes
Print-outs of P-positions showed special patterns for games ending with even
numbers. Separate patterns were shown for games ending with odd numbers.
Just as for P&R, calculations were visualized through three and two dimensional
plots. Specification of all P-positions, shown below, are proved in Section 6.5.

Theorem 6.2. For three bushes or less a position, (a, b, c), is a P-position if
and only if,

a− b ≥ c and both c and b are even
or
a− b < c and either a, b and c are all even or a + b + c ≡ 1 (mod 4).

Last bush is odd

For three bushes where c is odd Figure 5 and 6 show that there exists no P-
positions for a− b ≥ c.
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Figure 5: P-positions for three bushes last one odd up to (20, 20, 13)

Figure 6: P-positions for three bushes last one odd up to (20, 20, 7)

In two dimensions from Figure 6 with a at the x-axis and b at the y-axis the
N -positions are close to the line of b = a down to b ≥ a−c+1 or a−b < c. The
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P-values sometimes do not overlap, depending on the value of c. Values where c
is 1 modulo 4 overlap with each other whilst the values of c is 3 modulo 4 overlap
with each other. The patterns are the same just shifted along the diagonal. All
P-positions when c is odd is described by a− b < c and a + b + c ≡ 1 (mod 4).

Last bush is even

Figure 7 and 8 show that P-positions exists for values when a − b ≥ c and
both b and c are even. It is also evident that positions ending with even bushes
have similar behavior with a slight difference depending on c (mod 4). Figure
8 shows a zigzag pattern when a− b < c. From the same figure when a− b < c
points where circles and asterisks overlap are points where all bushes are even.
The pattern made up only by circles, or only by asterisks is similar to when c
is odd. Those points are described by a + b + c ≡ 1 (mod 4).

Figure 7: P-positions for three bushes c is 2 modulo 4
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Figure 8: P-positions for positions of three bushes from c axis

6.2 Gameplay, up to three bushes
For three bushes it eases to see the P2R as a graph game instead. Any position
represented by a coordinate, has at most three moves available. In Figure 9
those three directions are inwards and to the left (a∗, b, c∗), inwards and down
(a, b∗, c∗), and diagonally down to the left (a∗, b∗, c).
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Figure 9: P-positions for positions of three bushes from c axis

Figure 10: P-positions for positions of three bushes from c axis

From N -positions where a− b ≥ c the winning player will only have to think
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about moving to a position where b and c are even. Even from a position where
a − b = c Figure 9 shows that no moves lead into the area where a − b < c.
Knowing this the winning player will always be able to move to a (−, E, E)
state for games where a− b ≥ c. Eventually moving to a position in (−, E).

When a−b < c three cases are sufficient for optimal play, though other ways
for optimal play exists. These three together with the one for a−b ≥ c covers all
N -positions for the three-bush game. An important to note is that the moves
below allow leaving unsorted bushes.

(a, b, c) ∈ N

If (a− b) < c and c is even→ (a∗, b∗, c) ∈ P (1)
If (a− b) < c and a is even and c is odd→ (a, b∗, c∗) ∈ P (2)
If (a− b) < c and both a and c are odd→ (a∗, b, c∗) ∈ P (3)

Figure 9 shows that when c is even, every second position along the a = b
line is an N -position and every second is a P-position. Thereby the description
of (1). Positions at the bottom edge of a layer such as (11, 10, 10) the suggested
move is will leave an unsorted position. The suggested move will be the be
the same as reducing from a and c, in this case to (10, 10, 9) which always is a
P-position evident from Figure 9.

If a− b < c, and a and c is even, three out of four positions are P-positions.
Case (2) moves to one of these P-positions. The fourth missing position is
conveniently covered by a P-position in the layer when c is odd. Reducing b
and c according to (2) will therefore never lead to another N -position. The
same reasoning is used when a and c are odd, case (3).

6.3 Four bushes
The four-bush game is very similar to the three-bush game. Plotting in three
dimensions show that P-positions is shifted along the tetrahedrons diagonal d
steps. If d = 2 everything is shifted 2 steps.

Figure 11: P-positions for four bushes ending with 2 and 1
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To see if a game of four bushes is a P-position one can reduce it to a three-
bush game by subtracting d from all bushes. (a − d, b − d, c − d, d − d) =
(a− d, b− d, c− d, 0).

Theorem 6.3. If G = (a, b, c, d) and H = (a− d, b− d, c− d), G + H ∈ P.

Proof. All moves in H can be mirrored by reducing the same piles in G. Moves
in G that does not involve d can also be mirrored in H correspondingly.

All moves in G including moves that involve d∗ can always be nullified by
taking from the two previously non-reduced bushes. In two turns G′′ will be
(a∗, b∗, c∗, d∗). After those two turns it will still be the losing player’s turn. In
other words it would have been the same as if G had started with d∗ instead of
d.

The first player to move will lose given that the second player plays ac-
cordingly. As stated in Theorem 2.1 this means that H and G have the same
outcome class.

If the first player only plays from H and the second player only mirrors in
G. Eventually reaching a state of b = c = d, and no moves left in H. After the
second player mirrored the last move in H the game G will be (a, d, d, d) ∈ P
and the first player’s turn to move. The second player now only takes from
the two bushes that are not previously reduced by the first player, eventually
reaching (a− d, 0, 0, 0).

6.4 Five bushes
Last bush is even

When plotting for five bushes in three dimensions it is evident that (−,−,−, 14, 4)
has same P-values for a, b, d as (−,−,−, 12, 2) and (−,−,−, 10, 0). Further a
five-bush game with an even e-bush is always equivalent to a four-bush game,
which is always equivalent to some three-bush game. A five-bush game with an
even e-bush is therefore equivalent to a three-bush game.

(a, b, c, d, e)⇒ (a, b, c, d− e, 0)⇒ (a− (d− e), b− (d− e), c− (d− e), 0, 0)

Theorem 6.4. If G = (a, b, c, d, e) and e is even, and
H = (a− (d− e), b− (d− e), c− (d− e) then G + H ∈ P.

Proof. All moves in H can be mirrored by reducing the same piles in G. Moves
in G that does not involve d or e can be mirrored in H correspondingly.

If a move involves reduction of either a, b, c and d in G, a nullifying move is
to reduce the previously non-reduced bushes of a, b, c in G.

Two nullify d∗ and e∗ in G, one repeats the move. This requires that e is
even, or else positions exists when the second player will not be able to repeat
the move.

If a move involves reduction of either a, b, c and e in G, it can be mirrored by
reducing the previously the corresponding bush of a, b, c and reduce d in H.
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Last bush is odd

Figure 12: P-positions for (-,-,-,1,1) and (-,-,-,2,1)

The three dimensional plot shows a pattern resembling the three dimensional
pattern for last one odd. If the third bush c is modified to c1 = c − (d − e),
P-positions exist only in a− b < c1.

Conjecture 6.1. For five bushes where the smallest bush is odd, a position is
a P-position if and only if the sum of all bushes is 1 modulo 4, and a− b < c1.
That is:

(a, b, c, d, e) ∈ P ⇔ a− b < c1, and a + b + c + d + e ≡ 1 (mod 4)

6.5 Inductive proof for three bushes P2R
Theorem 6.2. For three bushes or less a position, (a, b, c), is a P-position if
and only if,

a− b ≥ c and both c and b are even
or
a− b < c and either a, b and c are all even or a + b + c ≡ 1 (mod 4).

Proof. Reducing a bush changes the parity of it since we can only take one rose
from each bush. Let G = (a, b, c) be a game with a potential arbitrary option
G′ = (a′, b′, c′) that Theorem 6.2 holds for. If a− b ≥ c no option G′ will have
a′ − b′ < c′. The only move to change the difference between a − b and c is
(a, b∗, c∗), increasing a− b and decreasing c.

Let a − b ≥ c and, b and c not both be even. The next player can always
remove all the odd piles from b and c, using bush a as a buffer. Moves will
always be available since odd bushes are non-empty. Theorem 6.2 holds for G′,
so G′ ∈ P, therefore G ∈ N .

Let a − b ≥ c and, b and c both be even. If an option G′ exists either b′ or
c′, or both, will be odd. Theorem 6.2 holds for G′, so that all options G′ ∈ N ,
therefore G ∈ P.
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Let a − b < c and all bushes in G be even, the sum of the bushes is then
either 0 or 2 modulo 4,

a + b + c ≡ 0 (mod 4) or a + b + c ≡ 2 (mod 4).

All options G′ will have two odd bushes, either, or both b′ and c′ will be odd.
The sum of all bushes in G′ is either 2 or 0 modulo 4, two smaller than for G.
Theorem 6.2 holds for G′, so that all options G′ ∈ N , therefore G ∈ P.

If a− b < c and all bushes in G are not even and the sum of all the bushes
in G be either 0 or 2 modulo 4. Two of the bushes then have to be odd, and one
has to be even. An option with all even bushes will always be available by re-
ducing both odd bushes. Theorem 6.2 holds for G′, so G′ ∈ P, therefore G ∈ N .

Let a − b < c and the sum of all the bushes in G be 1 modulo 4. The sum
of all the bushes in G′ is then 3 modulo 4. If a− b < c and G has one odd and
two even bushes the move (a, b∗, c∗) may lead to an option where a′ − b′ ≥ c′.
However at least one of b′ or c′ will be odd, since at least one of b or c was even.
Theorem 6.2 holds for G′, so that all options G′ ∈ N , therefore G ∈ P.

Let a− b < c and the sum of all the bushes in G be 3 modulo 4. As long as
the next player does not make move to (a, b∗, c∗), a′ − b′ < c′ will always hold.
The sum of all the bushes in G′ is then 1 modulo 4 and a′ − b′ < c′. Theorem
6.2 holds for G′, so G′ ∈ P, therefore G ∈ N .

7 Conclusions and Future studies
P&R shows a regular pattern for five bushes, strongly bound to parity of posi-
tions shown in Theorem 3.1. By removing up to two bushes one could control
the parity fairly well forcing parities as a winning player. For five bushes or less
it was solved completely. For six bushes or more P&R there are one too many
bushes to control using by reducing at most two bushes. Seen in the game in
appendix B taking from unlimited bushes grants total control and even stronger
parity relation. The six-bush game for P&R remains unsolved.

P2R being more irregular for five bushes or less shows a more regular pattern
for higher amounts of bushes. Due to lack of time of time higher amounts than
five bushes also here remains unsolved. For six bushes where f is odd the sum
of all bushes seem to be 1 moduli 4, this behavior is perhaps persistent for even
larger number of bushes. However it seem to be difficult to form a restriction
that resembles a− b < c. This text will hopefully encourage future research of
these games.
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Appendix

A P-positions for six-bush P&R, f = 1
All P-positions for the different (a, b, c, d, e, 1) follow:

If G ∈ (−,−,−, E, E, 1), e ≥ 4, a = b ∈ O and c = d then G ∈ P (4)

If G ∈ (−,−,−, O, O, 1) and (5)
e = 1, c 6= d and a = b same parity as c or
e = 1, c = d, a = 2k + c where k ∈ N and

b = 2k − c or
e ∈ {3, 5}, d 6= e, a = b ∈ O and c = d or
e ≥ 7, d 6= e and a = b = c = d or
d = e and a = b ∈ Odd or
d = e and a = b = c or

then G ∈ P

If G ∈ (E, O, E, O, E, 1)
(E, O, O, O, E, 1) and (6)

e ≥ 6 or or
e = 4 and a 6= b + 1 and c 6= d or
e = 4 and a = b, c = d or
e = 2, (a 6= b + 1 and c 6= d) or
e = 2, (a 6= b + 1 and c 6= d + 1) or
e = 2, (a = b and c = d) or
e = 2, (a = b and c = d + 1) or
then G ∈ P

If G ∈ (E, E, O, E, O, 1)
(O, O, E, E, O, 1) and (7)

e ≥ 5 or
e = 3, (c = d, a 6= b, a− 2 6= b) and

(c = d + 1, a− 1 6= b) or
e = 1, and (c = d, a 6= b) or
then G ∈ P

P-positions are described more in detail below. All plots and figures are
referring to cases where the bushes of a, b, c are plotted against constant d, e, f .
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(4)(−,−,−, E, E, 1) ∪ e ≥ 4

(5)(−,−,−, O, O, 1) ∪ e ∈ {3, 5} ∪ d 6= e

P-positions if and only if a = b ∈ Odd and c = d. Plotting a, b, c with
d, e, f constant gives us straight lines in three dimensional space parallel to
the ab plane. Examples are: (9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 1), (11, 11, 8, 8, 8, 1), (5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 1) or
(21, 21, 13, 13, 5, 1)

(5)(−,−,−, O, O, 1) ∪ d = e

Has the same the line of a = b ∈ Odd and c = d. Additionally it has P-positions
of the form a = b = c also plotted as straight line. Examples of P-positions are
(9, 9, 5, 5, 5, 1) and (15, 15, 15, 13, 13, 1)

(5)(−,−,−, O, O, 1) ∪ e ≥ 7 ∪ d 6= e

P-positions if and only if a = b = c = d ∈ odd. For example (9, 9, 9, 9, 7, 1)
or (15, 15, 15, 15, 11, 1) Represented only by one point in a three dimensional
plot with constant d, e, f .

(5)(−,−,−, O, 1, 1) ∪ d 6= e

If c > d then a = b and has the same parity as c in other words (E, E, E, O, 1, 1)
and (O, O, O, O, 1, 1). For example (4, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1), (16, 16, 4, 3, 1, 1) or
(17, 17, 5, 3, 1, 1)
If c = d then a = 2k + c and b = 2k + c − 1 for example (5, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1),
(7, 6, 3, 3, 1, 1) or (11, 10, 5, 5, 1, 1). This is represented by the bottom line in
Figure 13, that deviates from the plane.
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Figure 13: P-positions for six bushes ending with (- - - 5 1 1) (- - - 3 1 1)

(6)(E, O, E, O, E, 1) or (O, E, O, O, E, 1)

If e ≥ 6 all of positions with following parities are P-positions. For ex-
ample (13, 12, 11, 7, 6, 1), (13, 12, 11, 11, 8, 1) or (18, 13, 12, 11, 10, 1). The three
dimensional plot gives a dense tetrahedron.
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Figure 14: P-positions for six bushes ending with (-,-,-,O,E,1)

If e < 6 the pattern is very similar to the one of e ≥ 6.
For e = 4 a line of P-positions is missing in the tetrahedron. The missing
positions are a− 1 = b when c = d. Instead a line of P-positions outside of the
tetrahedron appeared, described as a = b, c = d.

For e = 2 there are lines missing. a− 1 = b for c = d and c = d + 1. There
are also two lines added compared to the previous e ≥ 6 case. They both are
a = b if c = d or c = d + 1. See Figure 14
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Figure 15: P-positions along a, b diagonal for (- - - 5 4 1) and (- - - 5 2 1)

(7)(E, E, O, E, O, 1) or (O, O, E, E, O, 1)

e ≥ 5 All positions are P except for when a = b, and c = d. This is also a dense
tetrahedron with a straight line at the bottom of it missing.

e = 3 All positions are P except for when a = b, and c = d or a − 2 = b or
if a = b and c = d + 1 An extra row at c = d, a− 1 = b occurs. See Figure 14.

e = 1 The only exception is except when a = b and c 6= d.
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Figure 16: P-positions for six bushes ending with (-,-,-,4,1,1)(-,-,-,4,3,1)
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B Taking from more than two bushes at once
The game of allowing the princes to take one rose from any amount of bushes
simultaneously is a simpler game to analyze.

Theorem B.0.1. A game is a P-game if and only if all bushes contain an even
amount of roses.

(a, b, c, d...) ∈ P ⇔ (a, b, c, d...) ∈ (E, E, E, E...)

No matter what the losing player does all the winning player has to do is to
reduce all the odd bushes. This will always be possible now that no restriction of
the amount of bushes one is allowed to take from exists. In a three-bush game
differences between this and P&R exists. In regular P&R the only position
where one were not able to move to (E, E, E) was from (O, O, O) and therefore
it was also a P-position. In this game it is an N -position according to Theorem
B.0.1.
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